Crimson Dawn of Peace
(Song of Scarlet)

Crimson torches light the sky
The dawn breaks in the east
One alone upon the blazing earth
Raises the flag of peace.
Now marching forth to the call
Come the pure and the true
We rise from deep within the earth
To deepen the rainbow's blue

On golden wings we fly
Man's dark night to cease
The crimson sun reveals the sky
The crimson dawn of peace

Drums of peace awake the earth
The bells ring in the day
Golden youth upon the master's road
Opening up the way
To the peak, to the horizon
Our bright song to share
We rise undaunted by the storms
With mankind's deepest prayer

On golden wings we fly
Man's dark night to cease
The crimson sun reveals the sky
The crimson dawn of peace

Brilliant days are now begun
For all life we vow
To grow in faith and reach the universe
Kosen-rufu now!
We'll protect now and forever
Our castle of peace
Our joyful faith ignites the sun
The Crimson Dawn of Peace

On golden wings we fly
Man's dark night to cease
The crimson sun reveals the sky
The crimson dawn of peace

On golden wings we fly
Man's dark night to cease
The crimson sun reveals the sky
The crimson dawn of peace

On golden wings we fly
Man's dark night to cease
The crimson sun reveals the sky
The crimson dawn of peace